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Abstract
Aim: To examine the trend of youth depression diagnosed in a healthcare group in Singapore
over a 6-year period. Methods: This is a retrospective analysis of the medical records of
patients who had been diagnosed with depression from Jan 2013 to Dec 2018 in a healthcare
group in Singapore. The yearly trend of depression diagnosis among the youths (10-24 years
of age) was compared with adults (25-64 years of age) and the elderly (≥ 65 years of age). The
mean age at diagnosis, distribution of gender, ethnicity and clinical care settings among the
subgroup of youth patients were compared across the years using analysis of variance or
Pearson’s chi-square test. Results: A total of 4701 youths, 15243 adults and 6908 elderly
patients were included in the analysis. Between 2013 and 2018, the rise in depression
diagnosis in the youth was greater than in the adult and elderly populations, and the mean
age at diagnosis decreased from 49.7 ± 0.3 (mean ± SE) years in 2013 to 39.6 ± 0.3 years in
2018. Among the youths, more females had been diagnosed with depression than males and
females displayed a larger increase in diagnosis of depression. There was also a larger
increase in the diagnosis of depression in primary care compared to emergency departments,
outpatient specialist clinics and in-hospital wards. Conclusion: Youth depression is a major
health problem in Singapore. There is a need for the expansion of resources in a variety of
avenues for depressed youths to seek help. ASEAN Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 22(8), October
2021: 1-8.
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development of independence, handling peers and the
pressures that come with that and, the development of
a self-identity to better cope with the future, all while
growing up in volatile, uncertain, complex and
ambiguous environments [2]. Today’s youths face
significant pressures, ranging from disturbances in
family life, academic endeavours, school/internet

Introduction
Adolescence is a period of sensitive growth,
involving profound changes in all domains of
development—biological, cognitive, psychosocial,
emotional and behavioural [1]. The challenges of
youths are manifold: separation from family and the
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bullying and body image issues [3]. Multiple
physical, emotional and social changes, including
exposure to hormonal changes of puberty, family
abuse, or violence, can also make a youth vulnerable
to mental health problems such as depression, which
frequently results in serious consequences such as
dropping out of school, [4] substance abuse, [5,6]
suicidal ideation [7,8] eating disorders as well as
illnesses such as obesity [9,10].

The aim of our study was to examine the yearly
trend, age of diagnosis and the impact of gender,
ethnicity and clinical care setting on the incidence of
depression among patients less than 25 years old
between January 2013 to December 2018.

The prevalence of depression in younger people is
increasing globally [11-13]. Little information on the
economic burden of depression in childhood is
currently available, though the overall societal cost
per child with depression is increasing annually and
is linked to a large extent with loss of productivity
[14]. Thus, promoting healthy psychosocial
environments for growth and protecting youths from
adverse life experiences and risks that may impact
their growth are critical for their well-beings during
adolescence and physical and mental health later
during adulthood. However, the early detection,
diagnosis and treatment of depressive disorders in
youth remains challenging for various reasons,
including lack of awareness, stigma towards
psychiatric illness, difficulty in obtaining consent
from
parents/guardians
and
difficulty
in
differentiating normal mood fluctuations from
persistent mood and behavioural changes [15]. The
rise in cases of tragic youth suicide and school
violence urges parents, schools and society as a
whole to pay more attention to the mental health
burden of our youth.

We extracted patients’ medical information from
electronic health records via the Chronic Disease
Management System (CDMS). The CDMS is a
purposefully-built database for patients with chronic
conditions and facilitates the provision of
comprehensive and evidence-based population
management. It contains the longitudinal healthcare
information of patients who have visited any of the
17 hospitals/polyclinics under the National
Healthcare Group (NHG). The details of CDMS and
the method of data extraction can be found in our
previous report [19]. For this study, we extracted the
information of patients whose diagnosis of
depression have been newly registered into CDMS
between 01 January 2013 and Dec 31, 2018.
Diagnoses were defined by the International
Classification of Diseases (ICD)-10 or Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)IV or DSM 5 criteria. Ethical approval to conduct the
study was obtained from the NHG Domain Specific
Review Board (2019/00944). A waiver of patient’s
informed consent was granted as data was
retrospectively collected without disclosure of
patients’ identities.

Methods
Participants

Singapore is one of the countries with the highest
burden of mental health issues in Asia in recent
years. The second Singapore Mental Health Study,
conducted in 2016, revealed a significant association
between younger age and mental disorders [16]. The
prevalence of youths suffering from mental disorders
increases every year [17]. Rates of clinically elevated
symptoms of anxiety and depression were reported
by a 2015 survey study to be 9.3% and 16.9%
respectively among 8-12 year-old Singaporean
children [18]. Recognizing the early warning signs of
depression and actively seeking psychiatric
counselling or other treatment options are critical to
help youths suffering from depressive symptoms.

Statistical analysis
Patients aged 10 to 24 years were categorised as the
“youth” group [15]; patients aged 25 to 64 years were
categorized as the “adult” group and patients aged 65
years or above were categorized as the “elderly”
group [20,21]. The mean age of diagnosis of all
patients was compared across years via Analysis Of
Variance (ANOVA). The total counts of depression
diagnoses per year were compared between the three
age groups using Pearson’s Chi-square test. Annual
incidence of depression (yes/no) in the “youth”
subgroup was further stratified by gender, ethnicity
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and clinical care setting and compared with Pearson’s
Chi-square test. Fold changes of annual incidence
was calculated by dividing the yearly counts by the
number of diagnoses at baseline (year 2013).

three age groups were plotted in (Figure 1A). Starting
from the baseline number in 2013, the fold change of
depression incidence gradually increased to 4.0 for
the youths, 1.4 for the adults and remained at 1.0 for
the elderly patients in 2018 (Figure 1B). The relative
growth of the incidence of depression from baseline
year 2013 was greater among the youths compared to
the adults and the elderly patients (p<0.001). The
mean age of diagnosis decreased from 49.7 ± 0.3
(mean ± SE) years in 2013 to 39.6 ± 0.3 years in
2018 (Figure 2A and 2B, overall p<0.001).

Results
A total of 26852 depressive patients including 4701
(17.5%) youths, 15243 (56.8%) adults and 6908
(25.7%) elderly patients were included in the
analysis. The yearly incidence of depression of the

Figure 1: (A) Incidence of depression among youth, adult and elderly (2013 to 2018). (B) the fold change of
depression incidence gradually increased to 4.0 for the youths, 1.4 for the adults and remained at 1.0 for the
elderly patients in 2018

Figure 2: (A) Mean age at diagnosis of depression among the youth patients (2013 to 2018). (B) Depression
incidence gradually increased to 4.0 for the youths, 1.4 for the adults and remained at 1.0 for the elderly
patients in 2018
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We examined the yearly incidence of depression by
gender in the youth group (Figure 3A). Starting from
the baseline number in 2013, the fold change of
incidence of depression gradually increased to 4.7 for

females and 3.4 for males respectively in 2018
(Figure 3B). Compared to male patients, there was a
significantly larger increase in depression incidence
in the female patients (p<0.001).

Figure 3: (A) Incidence of depression by gender among the youth patients (2013 to 2018). (B) The fold
change of incidence of depression gradually increased to 4.7 for females and 3.4 for males respectively in
2018
The yearly trend of depression incidence by ethnicity
in the youth group was plotted in (Figure 4A).
Starting from the baseline number in 2013, the fold
change of depression incidence gradually increased

to 3.8 for the Chinese, 4.9 for the Malays and 54.0
for the Indians in 2018 (Figure 4B), with no
significant difference in the rate of growth between
the ethnic groups (p=0.129).

Figure 4: (A) Incidence of depression by ethnic group among the youth patients (2013 to 2018). (B) the fold
change of depression incidence gradually increased to 3.8 for the Chinese, 4.9 for the Malays and 54.0 for the
Indians in 2018
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Finally, we examined the yearly trend of depression
incidence by clinical care setting in the youth patient
group (Figure 5A). Starting from the baseline number
in 2013, the fold change of depression diagnosis
gradually increased to 6.3 in polyclinics, 3.6 in
emergency departments, 2.6 in inpatient wards and

2.7 in specialist outpatient clinics in 2018 (Figure
5B). There was statistically significant difference in
the incidence of depression diagnosis among
polyclinics compared to other clinical care settings
(p<0.001).

Figure 5: (A) Incidence of depression by clinical care setting among the youth patients (2013 to 2018) (B) The
fold change of depression diagnosis gradually increased to 6.3 in polyclinics, 3.6 in emergency departments,
2.6 in inpatient wards and 2.7 in specialist outpatient clinics in 2018
account for youth mental illness. One reason for the
increase in diagnosis of depression is possibly the
advent of community mental health education in
recent years, which has improved public awareness
of mental illness and encouraged help-seeking
behaviour. In Singapore, many social interventions
are introduced to combat youth depression.

Discussion
In this study, by examining a population of patients
with newly diagnosed depression over a 6-year
period within a Singapore healthcare group
consisting of primary care, general hospitals and a
specialist tertiary psychiatry centre, we found that
there was a more rapid increase in the diagnosis of
depression among youths compared to adults and the
elderly. The mean age at first diagnosis also reduced
over the 6 years. Moreover, more girls had been
diagnosed with depression than boys and girls
displayed a higher rate of increase. Finally, more
patients had been diagnosed in polyclinics while
fewer in emergency departments, outpatient
specialist clinics and in-hospital wards.

In 2018, the Ministry of Education in Singapore
announced changes to its grading systems for school
examinations, intended to ease academic pressure.
Starting from 2021, mental health lessons have been
incorporated into the student development curriculum
[23]. Students have learned about common mental
health problems, how to recognise signs of distress
and where to find help. These lessons have helped to
strengthen students’ resilience and well-being,
fostered help-seeking behaviour and encouraged
students to develop empathy and caring for those
with mental illness.

Similar to the increasing incidence of depression
among youths in other countries, [22] more young
patients in Singapore are being diagnosed with
depression. Many causes have been proposed to
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Youth depression may represent the start of a chronic
illness and are often associated with impairments in
psychosocial functioning in adulthood, [24]
suggesting that a possible reason for the increasing
incidence of adult depression in recent years could be
missed diagnoses in youth. In contrast, the yearly
number of depression diagnosis remains steady in the
elderly from 2013 to 2018 despite Singapore facing
an increasingly aging population [25]. This is in
keeping with previous observations that the
prevalence of depression in the elderly population in
Singapore has decreased as compared to a decade
ago [26]. This success can possibly be attributed to
the various national efforts initiated in the early of
2000’s, targeted at achieving “Successful Ageing in
Singapore”. Nevertheless, compared to the adults and
the elderly, the rapid increase in diagnosis of
depression in youths translates into a growing
number of young people with depression remaining
untreated. Moreover, the yearly number of new
diagnosis of youth depression in our study sample is
much lower than the reported prevalence of
depression among the youth in Singapore. This
treatment gap highlights the need to address
depression at an earlier age by continuously
promoting help-seeking and uptake of treatment in
the younger population.

relationship [30-32]. Consistent with these reports,
we observed that more female patients had been
diagnosed with depression per year compared to male
patients in the youth subpopulation. Moreover,
female patients recorded a larger increasing rate of
depression diagnosis over the 6 years compared to
male patients. This discrepancy suggests that the
impact of psychosocial stressors, such as family
support, friendships and poor health condition, is
greater in females than males over this period of
growth. Another explanation is possibly the
difference in depressive symptomatology between
the genders. While depressed boys are more likely to
present with irritability, fatigue, trouble in sleeping
and loss of pleasure depressed girls tend to present
with sadness, guilt, difficulty in concentration,
dissatisfaction with body image and low energy [33]
which are possibly more easily recognised by their
family members or members of their social circles.
This discrepancy suggests that the treatment
interventions for depression may need to have
different targets for either gender: for example,
excessive guilt and self-hatred in girls and suicidal
ideation and substance abuse in boys.
Singapore is a multiracial and multicultural country,
with ethnic Chinese (76.2% of the citizen
population), Malays (15.0%), and ethnic Indians
(7.4%) making up the population, as reported in 2014
[34]. In our study, we observed there was an overall
higher proportion of Malay (19.3%) and Indian
youths (10.3%) while less Chinese youths (70.4%)
diagnosed with depression compared to the general
ethnicity distribution in Singapore population in
2014. As there are no prior reports of the prevalence
of depression among the youth population stratified
by ethnicity, the reason behind this observation
remains unclear.

It is widely accepted that teenagers can experience
clinical depression while the age of onset of
depression could be even younger [27]. Earlier onset
of depression is associated with multiple markers of
greater illness burden. Compared to adult-onset
depression, adolescent-onset depression has been
found to be associated with greater psychosocial
impairment, physical health problems, psychiatric
comorbidity, and suicidality [28,29]. With the age of
onset becoming younger, early interventions are
critical and studies are needed to evaluate various
forms of psychotherapy and psychopharmacology for
this age group. Patients with mild illness symptoms
may need non-medical interventions such as
cognitive behaviour therapies.

There was a larger increase in number of new
depression diagnosis among youth patients in the
polyclinic setting compared to the outpatient
specialist clinics and inpatient wards. This is
consistent with a recent report noting that as more
cases of youth depression are picked up in
community settings or by community organisations,
fewer youths have been seeking help at the specialist
clinics in tertiary institutions [35]. This suggests that

Mental illness, including depression, is more
common in girls. Studies suggest that female youths
may be more susceptible to particular types of
stressors, particularly the quality of the parent-child
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many cases are being managed in the community or
by the REACH (Response, Early intervention and
Assessment in Community mental Health) team,
which is a mental healthcare service set up to work
closely
with
schools,
Voluntary
Welfare
Organizations (VWOs), and General Practitioners
(GPs) in Singapore to help students with emotional,
social and/or behavioural issues within the
community [36]. The emergency department ranked
second for the rate of increase of diagnosis of
depression. This suggests that despite the community
interventions as stated above, there is still a high
prevalence of emergency presentations related to
depression, such as suicide attempts, alcohol/illicit
substance abuse or aggressive/violent behaviour in
the youth population. It is notable that the majority of
youths who die by suicide have never received any
type of psychiatric treatment or mental health service
[37,38]. This suggests that there is still a treatment
gap with regards to identifying and managing youth
depression in the community. More efforts are
therefore needed to facilitate early screening,
diagnosis and treatment for youths at high risk of
depression.

and the elderly. Moreover, the mean age of diagnosis
became younger over the period, with a larger
increase in depression diagnosis in young females
compared to males. Additionally, more patients were
diagnosed in polyclinics compared to emergency
departments, outpatient specialist clinics and
inpatient wards. These findings suggest that more can
be done to identify, diagnose and treat youth
depression in the community. Greater efforts are
required to expand screening and assessment
programmes and develop more innovative treatments
to best meet the mental health needs of these young
patients.

In this study, we extracted and analysed information
from a large number of hospitals/clinics that served
the whole population of Singapore. Therefore, our
data is representative of the general population of
youths with depression in Singapore. The major
limitation of our study is that some of the diagnoses
of depression in electronic health records were
generated in community settings via unstructured
Traditional Diagnostic Assessment (TDA), which
may not be accurate as compared to diagnosis
generated by standardized/structured interviews.
However, as the first medical contact, an early and
quick identification of the warning signs of
depression by unstructured TDA are particularly
important for an early prevention and intervention for
those patients in need.

The data that support the findings of this study is not
publicly available and is only accessible via approval
by the Institutional Research Review Committee and
the National Healthcare Group Domain Specific
Review Board.
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